LEVEL 2 WORKBOOK
SNOW BEHAVIOR AND AVALANCHE MECHANICS
Loading Of An Existing Snowpack
Snowpack acts as a
viscoelastic material and
thus stress is determined by
not only the load, but the
rate of loading. Heavy
snowfall, a skier, or a snowmachine are all examples of
rapid loading that can
adversely affect the
snowpack and tip the stress
versus strength balance,
resulting in an avalanche.

Strength greater than stress = stable
Strength less than stress = unstable
Strength = Forces holding the snow in place
•

•
•

Snow grain bonds at slab boundaries
o Hard slabs = more cohesive, stiffer, harder to trigger and possibly bigger
avalanches
o Soft slabs = less cohesive, less stiff, easier to trigger and possibly smaller
avalanches
Friction between the slab and the bed surface
o Pull of gravity exceeds the resistance of friction on slopes 30° or greater
Pinning effects of anchors
o Effectiveness varies based on slab stiffness
o Effectiveness varies based on the number of anchors – ie. Thicker trees = more
effective anchors
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•

When loading occurs gradually, with gradual precipitation and light or no winds,
the snowpack is often able to adjust to the load without significant avalanche activity.

•

When loading occurs rapidly, with high precipitation rates and/or high winds, the
snowpack is unable to adjust to the load and avalanche activity occurs. Rapid changes in
weather can increase avalanche hazard.

Rapid Warming
Increases the creep rate on the surface
Increases the shear stress on a buried weak layer
Decreases the strength of the surface snow
This allows users to affect a larger area of a buried weak layer

How an Avalanche is Triggered

1.
2.
3.
4.

Crack initiation (failure)
Crack growth
Propagation
Tensile Failure of Slab

graphic: Glissemedia LLC

Likely trigger points in avalanche terrain:
• Thin areas
• Near rocks and trees
• Convexities
• Near cliff bands
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